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Advances in Electronic Business, Volume 1 advances the understanding of management methods, information technology, and their joint applications in business processes. The applications of electronic commerce draw great attention from practitioners in applying digital technologies to the buy-and-sell activities. This first volume addresses the importance of management and technology issues in electronic business, including collaborative design, collaborative engineering, collaborative decision making, electronic collaboration, communication and cooperation, workflow collaboration, knowledge networking, collaborative e-learning, costs and benefits analysis of collaboration, collaborative transportation, and ethics.

Advanced in Electronic Business offers comprehensive coverage on the collaborative commerce that highlights contributions by experts from various areas of corporate collaboration.

Advances in Electronic Business balances technologies and humanities, academics and practitioners, as well as the broad coverage and in-depth analysis of collaborative commerce.
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The Definitive Guide to GCC, Second EditionApress, 2006

	The GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) offers a variety of compilers for different programming languages including C, C++, Java, Fortran, and Ada. The Definitive Guide to GCC, Second Edition has been revised to reflect the changes made in the most recent major GCC release, version 4. Providing in-depth information on GCC's enormous...
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Governing the Euro Area in Good Times and BadOxford University Press, 2011

	Can the euro area survive without a more centralized economic policy? What lessons can be drawn from Economic and Monetary Union about new modes of policy-making in the European Union? Have euro area members spoken with one voice on the international stage and what does this mean for the European Union's ambitions to be a global actor in...
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A Dictionary of Real NumbersSpringer, 1990
How do we recognize that the number .93371663... is actually 21og1 0(e + 7r)/2 ? Gauss observed that the number 1.85407467... is (essentially) a rational value of an elliptic integral—an observation that was critical in the development of nineteenth century analysis. How do we decide that such a number is actually a special value of a...
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Pro SQL Server 2008 Policy-Based ManagementApress, 2010

	Pro SQL Server 2008 Policy-Based Management is critical for database administrators seeking in-depth knowledge on administering servers using the new policy-based management features introduced in SQL Server 2008. This book will cover everything from a basic introduction to policy-based management to creating your own custom policies...
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Mobility, Data Mining and Privacy: Geographic Knowledge DiscoverySpringer, 2008
The technologies of mobile communications and ubiquitous computing pervade our society, and wireless networks sense the movement of people and vehicles, generating large volumes of mobility data. This is a scenario of great opportunities and risks: on one side, mining this data can produce useful knowledge, supporting sustainable mobility and...
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Pattern-Oriented Analysis and Design: Composing Patterns to Design Software SystemsAddison Wesley, 2003
Design patterns are immensely powerful, but to build  large-scale robust systems, you need more. Pattern-Oriented Analysis and Design introduces a  methodology for "composing" proven design patterns into reliable, robust  large-scale software systems. Using POAD, you can quickly build...
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